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Summary and •Conclusions 

1. High level groundwater underlieS,  a totol area pif about 

24 square miles in east central Lanai.. In approximately 

14 square miles the water table lies higher than SOO feet 

above sea level; in the other ten square miles it drops 

to about ten: feet abOVe sea level.. Except in Palgvai 

Basin, the high level 'Water is potable. 

t: Basal groundwater underlies the rest of the island. It 

Occurs as a thin lens of brackish .;a.ter floating on salt 

water, Virtvally none of it •is potable, but some may be 

acceptable for salt-tolerapt plants. 

The principal recharge zone covers -1,5 square miles Of 

the leeward sector and 2.0 square miles of the windward 

sector, Essentially all reliable recharge takes place 

in this one, Average priOcipal retha ge to leeward is 

3.8 mgd and to windward is 3.0 mgd. Subsidiary recharge 

averages 1. mgd and 1.3 mgd, respectively. 

4. The high level aquifers occur in the rift zones and at 

the margin of'the caldera of the dtiginal VOltano 

constituting the entire island. Dikes and other poorly 

permeable roas impede the moveMent of the groundifatet. 

TransmiSsivity is low (average /SOO s. £.t,/day frOm 

•. 



pump tests) and hydraulic coniligiV4tY iS On the order 

of only ten ft./day. thee pqrameters limit allowable 

pump rate $ to lees than abOut 700 gpm. 

S. Although the high level resource consists of many small 

aquifers, the composite.  of these aquifers behaves as a 

regional aquifer because of hydraulic connections 

between the discrete units. 

6. Groundwater was first developed in the windward sector, 

and for many years a yield averaging 	nearly 500,000 

gallons per day was obtained. Free flowing tunnels at 

the head of Maunalei Valley accounted for 290,000 gpd 

of this total, but today less than 20,000 gpd •is diverted 

from them. The other windward source. Shaft a, yields 

an average of 190,000 gpd. The water table in Shaft 2 

is at the same level today as ie-  was when pumping started 

in 1936. 

7.. The leeward systeal, all of which was constructed after 

the second. world war, consists Of fi.ve wells and a 

horitOntal dike-tunnel. The average yitid today is 

1A; mgd tA:V.9-82), but an average of 1.,” mgd was 

pumped from 1969 through 1973. Since the start of 

pumping illOrV than 30 years ago, the average draft has 

been 1.26 mgd. Over that period the  regional water level 

dropped approltimatoly 50 feet. 



8. The sustainable yield of the leeward syStem as presently 

COUStructed is 1.4 mgd, about equal to current draft - 

Combined With. 	indward contribution, total present 

draft is 1.6 mgd. 

. 	Sustainable yields at .steady state conditiOns for eight 

scenarios of development were calculated to determine 

system output in excess of present and projected 

plantation - Lanai City demand. The scenarios range 

from the system as it exists today to full development 

of both leeward and windward high level water. The 

following development opportunities were considered: 

a. Improve the windward system to return production 

0 $00,000 gpd. 

b. Lower the pump settings in the leeward wells to 

add 500,000 gpd to the system yield. 

e. Install a larger pump in Shaft 2 (windward) to 

increase productiOn by 200,000 gpd. 

d. Drill a new well at Kaiholena to add 400,000 gpd, 

e. Redevelop the windward and leeward systemS to 

achieve full permissible production Of 6.0 mgd 

(3.3 mgd leeward 2.7 mgd windward,: 

10. A de•Cision not to make any change in the teewatd sTstem, 

but to return the windward system to its proven capacity. 

would provide a surplus of 300,000 gpd ovel- current 

demand but none over the projected ultimate demand of 
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1.9 mgd . 

ii. The sustainable yields listed in the scenarios are for 

steady state conditions that will not come about for many 

years. Decisions to enhance yield do not have to be 

made immediately. 

12. However, the expected eventual demand of about 1.0 mgd 

generated by new ventures will r•equire changes and 

additions to the System as it now is configured. 

RecoAmendations  

Although enough high level water can be produced 

by the present system to supply plantation - Lani City needs 

plus some new ventures for several years, eventually expansion 
I.- 

of the water supply will be necessary. The expansion may 

be accomplished in the following waYs (listed in order of 

ease of implementation): 

1. Improve the •diversion system at the free 

flowing Maunalei Tunnels. The yield should 

be returned to an average of at least 250 ,000 

gpd. 

2. Increase production from Shaft 2 by pumping 

more continuously end, later, installing a 

larger capacity pump. 
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• 
3. Continue to pump the leeward system at 1.4 

mgd. Righer rates can be tolerated for years 

at a time, but ultimately the water table •will 

reach pump level at an average Of •1.4 mgd. 

4. Drill a new well at T-6 in Kaiholena. The 

well should reach to sea level. Expected yield 

would be 400,000 gpd. 

S. As the water table continues to fall toward 

its equilibrium level in the leeward sector, 

plan to lower the pumps in those wells where 

it is feasible. 

6. Should the projected demand for potable water 

exceed 4.0 mgd, full development of the leeward 

aquifer will have to be undertaken. 

7, Over the next five years, scenario 3 (leeward 

systei. as it eltist, Ahanced windward production) 

would be relatively easy to accomplish. The 

increase in ou.tput over preset production 

would be 500,0,00 gpd. Over eventual plantation - 

Lanai City...demanj it would be 200, 000 gpd. 

In conclusion, it is worth rrtntioning that'the 

boundaries of the high level aquifers. are not well known, 

A finer resolution of their position could be achieved by 

conducting a resistiyity survey in central Lanai.. 



LANAI WATER SUPPLY 

INTRODUCTION 

Lan4i has prospered for more than half a century 

as a major producer Of pineapple eve t tho4gh earlier attempts 

at agricttlture failed because of the difficulty of Supplying 

water. Providing a reliable water supply to sustain plantation 

actiVities has not been easy-, however; in the beginning fresh 

water had to be laboriously collected from free flawing 

tunnels in Maunalei Gulch and pumped across the mountain 

crest to. the cultivated and populated areas. Only much Later, 

about 1950, was water successfully produced from wells on 

the leeward.  slope. Today water is obtained from both 

Maunalei and the leeward wells. 

The high level groun.eWater reSOUrces of leeWard 

Lanai have yielded a reliable water suppl fp.x.  the last 

three decades 	Average annuai average demand has fluctuated 

between less than 1,0 mgd to about 2.5 mgd, and during the 

decade of most intensive use (1969-1978) At averaged 1.83 

Mgd. The water levels in the aquifers have decayed less than 

100 feet from original elevations of 800 to 1600 feet.. In 

view Of the fact that additional water supplies are desirable 

to enhance present Operations and will be needed for future 



expansion of the •econoty, the ability of tbese aquifers to 

sustain production requires continuing asseSsment. Can 

mote Water be pumped frot the present system configuration 

without oausing unacceptable reductions in the. water levels? 

Can new producing stations be constructed tO yield an 

additional supply without Seriously interfering with the 

operating systent'? •tan more potable water be obtained from 

tlrindward Lanai?. These questions serve as principal oyjettives 

of the eYaluations presented in . his report. 

"Emphasis is placed on potable water, which is 

virtually restricted• to high level groundwater aquifers of 

east central Lanai (see Figure 1). High level water fills 

the pores of normal basaltic lavas beteen •dikes and is 

normally beyond the reach of sea water intrusion. Only about 

fifteen percent of the i$17ecnd is und.erlain with high level 

water. 	Elsewhere the groundwater is "basal",. that is, 

it occurs a a fresh to brackish lens floating on sea water. 

14 some areas the basal water may be acceptable for salt 

tolerant agriculturei but nowhere is it likely to. be fresh 

enough under 0h0. s;Tas•*: of PUmping to be usable as a potable 

supply. 

AlthOugh the goal of this report is to assess the 

probability of succesSfully expanding the fre4h water supply, 

summaries of tha hydrOlogict1 and geological factors controlling. 



the occurrence and developability of the groundwater resources 

and their current exploitation are included. In ipassing, 

should be mentioned that surface: water is not a feasible 

alternative to groundwater on Lanai. 

Inevitably, parts of the evaluations overlap and 

even repeat the work of Anderson, who recentl. (April, 1983) 

submitted a review of the present water supply system as 

a follow on to an original investigation done in 1961. 

This report may be viewed as complementary to Anderson's 

work, but -differences exist that are significant enough to 

affect final conclusions about the total high level water 

supply and how it might be developed. 

SUK\LARY OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS  

Shortly after Hawaiian Pineapple Company purchased 

most of Lanai, Harold S. Palmer of the University of Hawaii 

and Chester K. Wentworth of the Bishop Museum made geological 

and hydrological surveys of the island. Palmer (1924) was 

specifically interested in groundwater conditions and 

Wentworth (1923) directed most of his attention to geology. 

Palmer noted the presence of a remnant volcanic caldera in 

Palawai Basin and the faulting associated with it. He also 

mapped dikes in upper Maunalei Gulch. 



Wentworth (1925) recogni:ed that Lanai consists of 

the remainder of a single volcano with its caldera in 

Palawai and •a major rift zone extending to the northwest 

He called the volcanic formation the Lanai basalt. He 

reported extensive faulting but observed only a few dikes. 

Like Palmer, he did not believe that high level aqUifers 

exist and, in fact, assigned no importance to dikes as 

controls on groundwater movement. Wentworth recommended the 

construction of a basal infiltration gallery reaching to 

sea 	level fro n the northeast corner of Palawai Basin. Had 

this project been implemented, the leeward high level water 

would have •been encountered at an elevation above 1000 feet, 

about 500 feet below ground level. He estimated a potential 

freshwater yield of 0.5 mgd from the island. 

The most extensive and cgmplete study of the geology 

and water resources of Lanai was made by g, T. Stearns (1140). 

Stearns did field work in the summer of 1936, and his 

investigation was expanded te include a resistivity survey by 

Joel •Swart.:, also of the U.S. Geological Survey. The survey 

was designed to detect depth to salt water along a transeet 

acrosS the island from Kaunalapau on the south to the mouth 

of Maunalei on the north. The approximate western. boundary 

of the high level aquifers was identified. The survey was one 

of the first successful applications of this variety of 

geophysics in water exploration in the United States. 

3 
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Stearns elaborated on Palmer's and Uentworth'S 

observations and refined the relationship among the caldera 

faulting and the rift :ones. He identified a Ongle caldera 

and three rifts, one each to the northweit, southwest and 

south* He noted the absence of secondark eruptions and 

concluded that the Lanai volcano ceased activity' in its 

most primitive stage. He mapped more than 100 faults and at 

least 275 dikes. In contrast to Palmer and Wentworth, he 

stated that the dUes effectiVely hold groundwater at 

elevations. On his recommendat.On/  an inclined shaft 

(Shaft 2) was driven in the middle part of Maunalei from 

elevation 851 feet, The water table was struck at elevation 

735 feet, and cOnstruction waS terminated. The groundwater 

was subsequently developed by Means of 3. well drilled below 

an excavated chamber at the base of the shaft. Stearns 

continued to contribute advice about water development on 

Lanai for many years afterwards. 

Water development employing wells located leeward 

of the crest started after the end of the second world 14r. 

Five wells were. dri.11ed and a shaft-high level tunnel was 

completed by 1953. The results of these activities were 

monitored by Hawaiian Pineapple Company personnel, in 

particular J. T. Xunro and y, L Thalman who, in additiOn 

to maintaining a data file, made numerous hydrological 

analyseS. The, attempted tb determine rates of infiltration 



by relating hend changes to draft ond Oinfall, but variAtiOns. 

in draWdown and recovery were too small to pOrMit actuT,te 

calculations. In addition, their analyses laCked a variable 

.94,  natural leakage from the high level g our,dwater •system. 

In 1961, K. E. Anderson reviewed the water development 

activities of the preceding 15 years 4nd subnitted his 

centlusions concerning yields based on field observations 

and analyses of the head-draft-rainfall measurements that had 

been collected. He allocated an area of 11,i square miles 

t'.0. high level water occurrence. Anderson estimated the 

ultimate available supply of high level water to be 4.85 •Mgd, 

equivalent to the infiltration rate he computed in a water 

balance. This value applies to the combined windward and 

leeward high level systems. Of the ultiMate yield, he stated 

that 3.63 mgd was recoverable at c9mtemporary costs, but 

placed the safe yield at 2.54 mgd, of which 1.85 mgd was 

available on the leeward Side. 

Anderson's most recent review (1953) concludes that 

2A7 mgd is aVailable on a sustained basis 5rom the present 

system in leeward Lanai and in excess of 0.-9 mgd from Shaft 2 

and the ftee flowi,.g1  tunnels of the windward side for a total 

yield in excess of 2.56 mgd. These values relate to the 

operating system; 5e believes the entire high level water 

resource is capable of supplying 4.1 to 5.5 mgd. To achieve 



thit production, the present system would have to be revised 

and new wells drilled. 

Anderson's water balance model assumes maintenance 

Of a high water table Without permanent loss of head, In 

this Itspect it resemble the NUnro-Thalman models in ignoring 

natural leakage. Once leakage is admitted into the model, 

the equations become non-linear. An inescapable conclusion 

of the non-linearity is that a steady state cannot be achieved 

if draft equals or exceeds recharge, 

Following Anderson's initial work, S. P. Bow1.. 

conducted investigations aimed at establishing a management 

plan for water production a* tanai. His conclusion about 

sUStainable yield vas more optimistic than Anderson's. In 

his water balance, infiltration amounts to 6.5 mgd in 

contrast to Anderson 1 s.4.1 to 5.3 mgd. 4 implication he 

assumed ultimate sustainable yield to be the same as average 

infiltration, ignoring natural leakage as had Anderson. 

A gravity survey tilis made on Lanai by H •L.. •Krivoy 

and M. P, Lane (1965) in which closure of the gravity contourS 

confirmed the existence o•f the caldera in Palawai. The 

gravity high is 230 milligals, and the closure gradient Is 

SO milligals. In 1573, W. H. Adams and R. D. Huber studied 

grOundwater conditions on the north and northeast coasts 

of the island. only basal water, highl' brackish to saline, 

occurs there, 



A TOY iMPortant aspect of the continuing evaluation 

of the behavior of the high level groundwater resources of 

Lanai has beeA th•e careful collection. and Maintenance Of 

hydrologic data by the Dole Company. Without. these data. 

rainfall, draft. water levels- no sensible hydrologic models 

could be fashioned. 

LANAI ENVIRONMENT 

, Lanai rises• as the remnant of a volcanic shield 

from an arid, dramatic coastline to cool, verdant, highlands. 

At Kaumalapau Harbor the average annual teMperature 	76°F 

but in Lanai CitT, 1620 feet higher it is only 6$ $°F 	On 

the maximum elevation of the island, .Lanaihale at 4770 feet, 

the average is probably 69°F, The moderate temperature on 

the plateau, and the even cooler temperature In the small 

mountain range, ignacantly depresses evaporation and 

transpiration rates. 

As portrayed on the isohyetal map all of Lanai 

should he dry to the point of desolation, Fet in! the east 

central part of the island about 20 square ;tiles of forest 

and humid ST14b land exist. Here the meager •rainfall of 35 

to 40 inches per year is augmented by frequent fogs, providing 

a total moisture flux that in combination, With the moderately 

cool temperature enCOVrages vegetative growth. The Maximum 

average annual rainfall is only 40 inches, but a forest 



characteritttc of 60 inches Or more drapes the inland mountains. 

,A,t the leeward coast the annual average is less  than V/ inches. 

About 85 percent of the island's area of .l41 square miles 

is a semi arid to arid  terrain. 

The rain ..age site having the hdghest long term 

average is on Hii Bench, approximately One mile leeward of 

the crest of the island at an elevation of 1,84$ feet (Gage 

540)*  The average annual rainfall is 40.9 inches, though the 

median is smaller, 36.7 inches. If annual Tainfall followed 

a normal distribution, as it typically dots in Hawaii, the 

mean and median would be identital. A Site on Soule's 

Bench (Gage 555), similarly located and at the same elevation 

has an annual average of 40.1 inches. A gage on Lanaihale, 

the peak of the island, has avetaged 39.5 inches per year. 

On a ridge of Hauola Gulch on the vilidward slope of the crest 

the annual average is 40.1 inches (Gage R-I2). 

very long rainfall record exists for Lanai City, 

which at elevation 1620 feet lies about on the margin of the 

moistUre envelope covering the central mountains. At Lanai 

City the average for the period 1930 through 1982 ‘'as 57.2 

inches and the median, 33.4 inches, Annual rainfall at Lanai 

City has ranged from a minimum of 16.0 inches (1953) to a 

maximum of 66.9 inches (1968). The most phenomenal run of 

wet years took place over the seven year period from 1962 

through 1968 during which 360.4 inches of rain fell an 
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average of 51.5 inches per yeltk  nearly 40 percent 00vt 

normal. In contrast, the next seven year period (1969 through 

1915) averaged only 3 .9 inches per year. In 1982, a wet 

year throughout the State, Lanai City recorded 57.4 •inches• 

of rain. Thus far in 1183, rainfall:, is considerably - below 

average. The most tetently ;drawn isohyetal map oi Lana* is 

given in the publicAtion, ">:edian Rainfall, State of Hawaii; 

Circular C88, Department of Land and Natural Resource State 

of Hawaii, 1982." 

. The geology of Lanai was effectively described by 

Stearns (1940), and all subsequent geological discussions 

haVe leaned heavily :O. his work. The island is a volcanic 

dome whose focus of eruptive activit?, the Caldera, collapsed 

to form Palawai Basin. Volcanic activity was restricted to 

the effusion of primitive basalt, the first stage in an 

eruptive history. No secondary flows followed, and pyroclastic 

activity leading to cinder, ash and tuff depositiOn was 

neither extensive nor voluminous. The only majoT geological 

rock unit is the Lanai basalt. Sedimentary accumUlations 

produced by erosion of the dormant volcano Lie chiefly io the 

lower reaches of valleys and in the Palawai depression, 

Marine sands in protected locations along the coast form 

attractive beaches, 

Three rift zonoS radiate from the caldera, the 

principal one to the northwest and Subsidio.ry ones to the 
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south and southwest. Dikes are •associated with rift •:ones 

and Stearns  identified at least 275 of them. Faulting 

occurred along the margin of the caldera )  but most tracet 

are difficult„ if not impossible, to detect. Suggestions 

have been offered that the faults may be responsible for 

impounding water at high elevations. Nowhere elle in Hawaii 

has this been demonstrated, however; the likely cause of the 

high water tables is containment of groundwater in small 

aquifers bounded by dikes. 

The surface and subsurface rocks of the island are 

permeable to infiltration from rainfall to the extent that 

surface runoff infrequently reaches the sea. No perennial 

streams exist on Lanai, no did any when Hawaiian Pineapple 

Company secured the island in 1922 (see Palmer. 1924; and 

Wentworth, 1923). Weak-springs catwed by local perching 

conditions eXist in gulches leeward of the crest and perhaps 

at one time were more productiVe than now, but they were never 

reliable enough to serve as a water supply. In windward 

Lanai in upper Mapnalei Gulch, perennial springs flowed 

hut eventually were diverted by tunnels. Under pre-development 

conditions, Maunalei $tr :aI may have reached the sea for 

appreciable periods each year. 

The simplp geology of Lanai is reflected in the 

occurrence of it water resources. Potential Surface water 

supplies are essentiallyabsent because of the perviousness 

- 



of the rocks, Alle fresh to braCki0 g.roUndWater underlies 

the entire island- fortunatelY* the subsurf4ce complexities 

of the caldera and ae mi. ;ones provide at environment for 

the accumulation of high level groUndwater, AquiferS Of 

normal basaltic laVa lying between nearly impermeable dikes 

and other equally dense •caldera rocks contain fresh water 

to elevations in excess of 1500 feet. The eXtent of the 

favorable conditions is lizlited to less than 25 square miles 

however. Under the remainder of the i'sland tasal water 

occurs, virtually all of jt brackish except adjacent to the 

high level boundaries, 

THE WATER BALANCE OF LANAI  

The yield Of the fresh groundwateT resources 61 

Lanai depend on the volume of water in the high level aquifers., 

the rate of uhich these aquifers are replenished and the rate 

of leakage from them. The area underlain by high level water 

has been estimated to be 11.3 square miles by Anderson and 

1.S.S square miles by Stearns,, and Later by BowleS, A 

rec4lcu14tion for this Study sets theOkimum area at 24 

square mileS with a primary inner area of 14 square miles 

equally apportioned to the windward and leeward sides of the 

crest (see Figure 1),. The primary area is comparable to the 

earlier estimates. In the pTiolory aro. the water table is 

higher than SOO feet above sea level; in the secondary area. 
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of ten square  OiCS-  it descends to a low Of • 	feet above sea 

level and approaches being basal at its bounjarits, 

Stearns (1940) computed a wa''er balance which 

allocated total average daily infiltration of .0.-44,  mgd to the 

high level aquifer 	ndersem(1961) was more eenservatitt, 

assigning an average infiltration of 4.3s mg.1.7. The smaller 

high IeVel area of Anderson was mainly responsible for the 

lower infiltration estimate. Bowles (1973) agreed with 

Stearns. An obviosly undertated guess of aniy 1.55 mgd was 

proffered br Adams and Huber (1973). ho employed an unrealistic 

evapotranspiration rate for the high ,region of the island. 

For the basal sector,, Stearns esAinated total infiltration 

to average only 14.81 mgd over 12 square mil 	This' value, 

even if doubled or tripled, is insufficient to maintain a 

fresh water lens having a signficana.  develOpment potential. 

In the voter balance computations noted above 

consideration was not given to the moisture contribution of 

fog; Ekern (1964) prOved that fog drip increases the total 

agisture flox by a substntia:1I argin in central Lanai. Three 

years of Moisture collection at elevation V50 feet (rain 

Gage R-10) yielded a rainfall catch totalling 104 inches and 

fog drip, calibrated to correspond to direct catch, of 71 

inches, or 68 percent Of diTect rainfall. The fog and the 

mbistUrc it brings to the principal recharge :one explains 

vhy 1 montane rain forest 14 able to thrivc on Lanai. 
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• 
The favorable moisture environment also explains 

why measured evaporation is low in the mountain area. The 

results of 19 months of pan evaporation measurements from 

January, 1957, through July, 1958, indicate annual evaporation 

at 2750 feet elevation to be slightly more than 23 inches. 

The year 1957 had below average rainfall while 1938 was 

about average. This modest evaporation loss is a third of 

what it is below an elevation of 1000 feet in most other 

regions of Hawaii. 

' The principal recharge :one in the high level 

groundwater region is an envelope of 4.5 square miles about 

equally divided between the windward and leeward slopes. 

'The subsidiary recharge :one includes the remaining 9.5 

square miles of the primary high level groundwater area 

(see Figure 1). In the water balaire equation, employing 

annual averages of 38 inches for rainfall, 60 percent of 

that for fog drip, 20 inches for evapotranspiration (which 

is based on the evapotranspiration/evaporation ratio of 0.8 

that is characteristic of mature sugar and grasses in Hawaii), 

and direct surface runoff out of the recharge :one as 15 

percent of rainfall, the average infiltration to the principal 

recharge :one becomes 3.8 mgd to the leeward slope and 3.0 

mgd to the windward slope, a total of 6.8 mgd. In the 

subsidiary recharge zone, assigning a value of 32 inches for 

rainfall, fog drip at 30 percent of rainfall, direct surface 
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runoff at ten percent of rainfall, And evapotranspiration 

as 33 inches, •infiltration to the leeward seC#r is 	mgd 

and to the •windward sector.. 	mgd. Thus tot41  •4vcrage 

fetharge to the combined primary and secondary high revel 

aquifers on the leeward side. Is 5.0 mgd, and on the windward 

side it is 4.3 mgd, a grand total of 9.3 mgd, In Appendix A 

details of the water balance computations are given. 

A 'water balance i 	Tely accurate because the 

hydrologic cycle is too complex to portray with simple linear 

equations in.  which the variables are leng period aYerages. 

Nevertheless, a balance is a necessary first step in creating 

groundwater flow model.. The total infiltration  value given 

above is nearly twice as great as Anderson's estimate and 

almost one and a half time more than the Stearns-Bowles 

guess. However it is still the sae order of magnitude as 

the lower estimates; A groundwater flow model, which is 

discussed later, suggests that thv higher infiltration value 

is more realistic. 

AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS AND BEHAVIOR  

Groundwater is deVeloped on both sides of the crestline 

of the island, but about 	percent of the total sUPP1Y is 

taken from the leev,aiti aquifers, The high Lekel resource is 

continuous from leeward to lOnaWar4.* yet It :j convenioAt to 



_ 

differentiate between the Sectors becau$* Of differences in 

topography, feaSibility 	Iiávelomt, and Ost or prodUcin,a' 

and tranaporting WOter 	It both seCXOTS, the groundwater 

is trapped in the dikedaldera compleX, and techniques for 

exploiting the resource are essentially the same. Windward 

high leel groundwater was developed firsts  starting as far 

back as i910-1911 When thefl upper Maunalei tunnel.S• were dONtnt 

bin after 1,945 every new venture took place in the leeWard 

sector within more favorable: reach of the plantation and 

its population. 

High level groundwater is contained in aquifers 

that over the ShOtt term behave as discrete units but •which 

are hydraulically contitutus with each other through fractures 

and other struCtural imperfections in the dilte• barriers, 

The maximum known water table elevation is approximately 

1.600 feet above sea leVel.. On the leeward side the water 

table descends from 15.011 to SOO feet above'sea level along 

a northeast-southwest direction over a distance of one mile. 

A similar descant occurs iA Maunalei on the windward side. 

The minimum Width of the :on uhere the water table exceeds 

elevation 1000 feet is approximatelt two miles, equally 

apportioned to either side of the crest. The maximUm length 

of This Zone along the crest line is about three miles. 

The r&siStivity survey included in Stearns indicates 

that on the northwest the water table fail•s to basal conditions 
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• 
where the Mauntlei Road starts its •slope to the north cbas.t 

(see Figure 1). Mit boundary is abut: one mile froM the 

water table Wing at eleV!z.tion 1000 feet. Basil conditions 

also prevail about one milt toutheaSt Pr. 44j4ke31413- In 

*auttalei the basal aquifer likely starts less than a mile 

north of Shaft 	On the southern leeward slopes the 

resistivit su vey suggested the presence of basal water at 

the southwestern edge of the Palawai depress on. 

6roundwater seeps from aquifers with higher heads 

to those withlower heads, and ultimately it seeps through 

the last restraining structure int* the basal. lens.! Over 

a long time period, therefore, the high level aquifers behave 

as a single regional unit• displaying local peculiarities: 

Too great a fall in head in one aquifer will indute leakage 

from an adjacent aquifer with a higher head until eventually 

equilibrium is approached. This dependency among, aquifers 

is suggested by linear correlations of annual OaXlmUm heads 

between pairs of the leeward 	over the hiStarical range 

of head changes of 40 to 80 feet. In all cases the correlation 

coefficients are .66 or greater and in most they exCeed .7S. 

The linear Correlations are not extrapolatable beyond the 

head range considered, however; non-linear equations describe 

behavior over the full range. 

4' 

Because the aquifers are not homogeneously continuous, 

the intrinsic characteristics of each formation composing them 
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• 
are not As important as in monolithologic extensive-aquifers 

In calderas and rift :ones a variety of rock types hold and 

transmit watet. How thd combination of roCks affect hydraulic 

flow is more pertinent than the characteristics of individual 

UnitS:. Normal basaltic lavas are extremely permeable, but 

where they are intersected by  dikes or Are )ayered with 

impermeable breccias and similar caldera rotXsi their high 

hydraulic conductivity is subsumed into •a much less permeable 

mass, The usual way to assess aquifer characteristies is 

by means of pumping testt'.4. 

A record exists of lengthy pumping tests conducted 

on Wells 30  4 and 5 in 1.91.0 before they were fitted with 

permanent ptMps, 1.h& result's Of the tests indicate.  the nature 

of the aquifers serving each went ! The tests :are described, 

the results graphed, and relevant hYdrologic parametOS are 
st,  

derived in Appendix B. Also included in the appendix are 

specific capacities of the wells as obtained frem both old 

data and examination of recent pumping charts. 

Transmissivities of the aquifers as thty currently 

are being exploited average about 2500 sq. ft./day, only 

one hundredth of that of an extensive basal lens with a 

moderate head. In no test was a transmissivity of more than 

6500 sq. ft./day indicated. Transmissivity is converted to 

hydraulic conductivity through division by the depth of water 

flowing to the well. Assuming depth of flow to be equal to 
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• 
depth Of penetration of the bore below the li-ater table, 

hydraulid-tonductivity ranges from 6 to 11 ftdday, quite 

low in comparison with the typical value of basaltic rocks 

free of dikes. Bedause draWdOwn is,  inversely proportional 

to transmissiO,ry or hydraulic conductivity aRd directlY 

proportjonal to pumping rate, head can be lOst rapidly when 

pumping rates are high and transmissivity is meager. In the 

high level aquifers the low hydraulic conductivity values 

donfirM what has been learned through experience„ that the 

rate of pumping at each well should not be greater than about 

one mgd (694 gpm). 

TransmissivitY is the fundamental characteristic 

of an aquifer, specific capacity of the well itself. For the 

Lanai wells, specific capacity is defined as the rate of 

pumpage per foot of drawdown due t'-head losses caused by 

change in the flow pattern from laminar in the aquifer to• 

turbulent at the well face. It varies logarithmically with 

the log of the pumping rate. Each well has a unique specific 

capacity curve. The head loss suffered It the hell face must 

be added to aquifer drawdown to give total drawdown at a 

given pumping rate. 

Specific capacity due only to .1,e3.1 effect's ranges 

from 16 OA to 5.5 gpm per fOot of drawdown (see Appendix B). 

These values are consider2bly poorer than in a good basal 

well for •whiCh a common value might be 10.0121. gpmift, Dividing 
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the specific capacity by the length of penetration of the 

well below the water table gives the unit specific capacity. 

This pardmeter it an •indicator DE the kind of aquifer •being 

pumped. Unit specific capacities associated with aquifer 

types are as follows (Mank, J. F.*  l973): 

Aouifer 	 Unit Specific Acpacity (gpm/ft./f .)  

Caldera 	 .001 

Dike complex 	 .01 

Marginal dike :one 	 .1 

Unit specific capacities in the central Lanai aquifers vary 

from .02 to .06, corresponding to dike complex-marginal dike 

zone conditions. In the dike complex the close spacing of 

dikes reduces well efficiency; in the marginal dike :one the 

dikes are farther apart •and have less effect on well behavior. 

In •Appendix 3 the 'value (61-  the average specific 

yield (effective porosity) of the aquifer is given as ten 

percent. This value is •based on the drawdown curve generated 

at Test Hole T-2 while Well 3, 40 feet away, was being pumped. 

It is typical of Hawaiian asalts but may be on the high side 

for aquifers in the calderk-rift zone environment. A conservative 

value of five percent wIlI be employed in predicting aquifer 

behavior, 

The volume of groundwater stored in the aquifers 

before development commenced can be roughly calcuiatcd by 

assigning a specific yield of .0S to the primary high level 
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• 
zone... For the seven square Miles of the leeward portiOn•over 

an Average depth of 1000 feet to scia level, the ofiginal 

volume of water wa$ 73 billion gallons. The same quantity 

occurred in the windard sector. This-compares with the 

value of SO billion gallons suggested by Bowles. Anderson 

estimated a usable volume of seven billion gallons at present 

pump settingS, which aVerage about 220 feet below the water 

table. Adjusted for depth of saturation of 1000 feet to sea 
• 

level, his value would be 32. billion gallons. Although the 

above storage volumes are approximate, they are of an order 

of magnitude which centers around SO billion gallons in each 

of the leeward and windward sectors. This total volume, 

however, would be available for exploitation only if tht pumps 

were set at about sea level. Since 1950 when pumping on the 

leeward side started in earnest, the average reduction in 

the water table has been about SO feet, representing a loss 

of original groundwater volume of five percent/  or 2.$ 

billion gallons. 

At all of the groundWater extraction sites except 

Well 1 (Palawai), the water quality is excellent as expected 

of high level aquifers. In both the leeward and windward 

sectors the normal groundwater has a chloride content of 

less than 30 mg/1 and a virtually neutral pH. Nitrate is less 

than 3.0 mg/1, hardness less than SO mg/1, and total dissolved 

solids less than 140 mg/l. All of thrsc concentrations are 
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considerably below the potablo limits (e.g. the limit for 

chloride is 250 mg/I, and for nitrate 45 mg/1). The following 

table summari:es chemical analyses in atcesSible records for 

water points other than Well 1. 

TABLE 

Composition oE High Level Water 

Source Date 

Concentrations 

PH 	
ND3 S10_ 

in  

Ca Mg Cl HCO3  H 

Windward 

Shaft 2 11/14/63 6.8 3.8 35.3 12.5 U.S 9.5 21 0.5 34 98 

Shaft 2 4/12/49 7.2 31 32 113 

Lower Tunnel 9/11/36 7.3 36 72 94 56 144 

Combined 
Tunnels 4/17/80 

Leeward 

Well 2 4/12/49 21 32 

Well. 2 4/17/80 2.2 

Well 3 4/17/80 3.0 

Well 4 4/17/80 2.6 

(1) pH = acidity; NO3  = nitrate; Si02  = silica; Ca calcitral Mt - magnesium; 

SO4  . sulfate; Na  = sodium; k = potassium; Cl = chloriae; HCO3  = bicarbonate; 

H = hardness; TS = total dissolved solids 

Well I on the northern margin of Palawai Basin has 

yielded anomalously high chloride water since first tested in 

1948. The concentration has fallen from an initial value of 

about 800 mg/1 to stabilize at about 330 mg/l. Obviously a 

source of salinity external to normal recharge affects the well. 

A summary of available analyses for the well is given below. 
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TABLE 2 

Composition of Water from Well 1 (Palawai) 

Date Eli 

ConclOntrations lw mg/1 (11  

NO3 SO4  
CI TDS 

1948 7- ,5 	to 	T. 517 to 816 291 to 534 993- to 14 
1949 1.3 	to 	7,9. 444 	to 555 	51 to 76 312. to 	363 1007 to lt 

1975 3Z8 

1977 340 

1978 310  
1980 19.5 

1955 332 546 

(1) See Table 1 for footnote explanation. 

The salinity of the Palawai water could be attributable 

to one of the following causes: 

1. Residual Sea water (suggested by Stearns) 

2. Modern sea water intmeTon (also suggested by Stearns) 

„). 	Concentration. .f salts in rainfall 

4.. Dissolved fertilizers 

S.. Geothermal convection of deep saline water 

Stearns identified ancient sea levels as high as about 1100 

feet above the present datum, and spctulated that pockets of 

residual sea water might contribute salt to modern recharge. 

This is unlikely because any ancient water would have been 

cleared by subsurface infiltration by now. The intrusion of 	
• 

modern sea watet is a Possibility because Well 1 reaches to 

below sea level, but in no other instance in Hawaii has high 
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level water at an elevation of mOre than BOO feet been known 

to have been affected by sea water contamination. 

Because the Palawai Basin has no drainage outlet, 

all soluble salts accompanying rain water must percolate to 

the zone of saturation, but this is an effective way of 

increasing salinity only if the proportion of infiltration to 

rainfall is very small. The simple equation, I/P 	C(P)/C(I), 

in which I is infiltration, P is rainfall, C(P) is concentration 

in rainfall, and CO) is concentration in the infiltrate, 

suggests that •infiltration would have to amount to just three 

percent of rainfall to produce groundwater of 530 mg/1 chloride, 

given average rainfall chloride as 10 mg/1. This rate is much 

lower than is likely to occur. 

Dissolved fertilizer can't be the source of salinity 

because chloride is not used as a carrier for nutrients; sulfate 

in the past was the carrier for nitrogen and is still used 

for potassium. Some dissolved fertiliser does escape below 

the root tone, however, because the nitrate concentration in 

Well l is 19.5 .g/l, 7lare than six times the background count 

of 5 mg/1. 

The last possibility, upward coro.jection of salt Vater 

caused by geothermal heating, is suggested by the unexpectedly 

high temperature of the groundwater from . Well 1. Recharge from 

rainfall at elevatiOns of 1000 to,  1500 feet should result in 
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groundwater temperatures aVeraging about 70°F; the measured 

temperatUre of discharge at Well 1, is• 81*P, The difference 

is not extraordinary, but it offers an alternatitt to the 

other proposed mechanisms for adding an extraneous saline 

component to high :level recharge. 

On April 17. 1980, samples were collected for DBCP 

and EDB analyses from the Maunalei Pump House, the Maunalei 

Tunnels, and Wells 1, 2, 5 and .4. At detection limits of 

50 ppt for DBCP and 100 ppt for ED, neither of these compounds 

were detected. More recent analy-sts ...the drinking water 

sources failed to show the fumigants at lower detection levels. 

PRESENT GROUNDWATER DEVELOPMENT 

On Lanai a water supplywti never easy to locate or 

develop. Meager seeps at the heads of leeward gulches were 

exploited by Hawaiians, and in windward Maunalei the stream 

was perennial and utilized chiefly above an elevation of about 

1000 feet only because of high Itvel springs. An attempt early 

in the century to pump basal water on the northeast coast 

for irrigation of sugar quickly failed because of salinity. 

The first successful effort to establish a controlled water 

supply was the excavation of tunnels in upper Maunalei at the 

sites of the. springs' and seepages. Further succcs was achieved 

lower in the valley, but not until after the second world war 

was exploration extended to the lomird slopes. 
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In 1911 a tunnel, Called the Lower Madnalei Tunnel, 

was excavated over 0 length of 1000 feet at elevation 1103 

feet near the floor of the gulch at the heaa of Maunalei. 

It successfully yielded a good Supply of water and is still 

in Use today. Another tunnel (Upper Maunalci Tunnel) further 

upstream at elevation 1500 feet was constructed 'soon afterward, 

and it also provided water, though less than the lower tunnel. 

The Combined yield of these tunnels is diverted to a pumping 

station in the mid portion of the valley, then pumped over 

the divide to the leeward sector. Between 1926 and 1939 the 

lower tunnel provided an average of 260,000 gallons per day 

(181 gpm) and the upper tunnel 65,000 gallons pet day (45 gpm) 

for a total of 325,000 03 (226 gpm). In later years somewhat 

less water was captured, probably because after Shaft 2 and 

the leeward wells came on stream the system was not maintained 

as rigorously as earlier. Between 1948 and 1974 average 

production was 197,000 gpd (137  gim). By repairing the 

tunnel system, the yield can he increased by about 100 gpm. 

This quantity may sound modest, but it is sufficient to supply 

the needs of SOO to 1000 people. 

The yield of the tunnels was insufficient for 

plantation needs, and in the summer of 1936 an infiltration 

gallery (Shaft 1) was driven in the lower portion of Maunalei 

from an elevation of-294 feet. Basal water was encountered, 

but pumping had to be restricted to less than 300 gpm to 



insure salinity of 350 to 400 mg/1 chloride. The unacceptable 

quality of the water for domestic purposes and the low 

permissible production rate prompted Hawaiian Pineapple Co. to 

seek high level water further up the gulch. In December of 

the same year a shaft was driven from elevation 851 feet and 

struck water at elevation 735 feet. 	A well 261 feet deep 

was drilled below the chamber at the bottom of the shaft to 

exploit the resource. This station, Shaft 2, has been producing 

high quality water for transfer to the leeward side ever since. 

From 1948 'Until 1967, when Shaft 2 ceased Operating 

for a number of years, its average draft was 139,300 gpd 

(97 gpm). It lay idle between NOveMber, 1967, and September, 

1978. Additionally, from March, 1974, until August, 1978, 

the free flowing Maunalei tunnels were abandoned so that Over 

a.four year period, during which ratlifall was below normal, 

no windward. water was pumped to the plantation side. In. 1979 

both the tunnels and Shaft 2 were on line again, the shaft 

producing about 127 gpm but the tunnels less than ten gpm. 

Only a fraction of the potential yield of these resources 

is being taken. Production of windward high. level water, in.  

particular that in Maunalei, can be expanded. significantly. 

The initial water table at Shaft 2 was 735 feet 

above sea level and .the maximum recorded has been 747 feet. 

A. minimum of 716 feet has been reported. The volume of water- 



stored tfl the aquifer is the same today (water table elevation 

738 feet) as it was in 1936. The station is capable of 

appreciably greater yield. Water production and maximum 

heads by months and years, starting with 1947, are tabulated 

in Anderson (1983). 

11 the leeward sector the first pro ucer, Well 1, 

was drilled in 1945, and four others , Wells 2, 3, 4 and 5 - 

were completed by the end of 1950. Locations of the wells are 

shown on Figure 1. All were successful. Each was preceded 

by an exploratory boring, but a sixth test hole (T-6) in 

taiholena was not followed up with a well even though the water 

table lay 1067 feet above sea level. The greatest depth of 

drilling, 1270 feet, was at Well 1; the shallowest, 903 feet, 

in Well 2. The bottoms of Wells 4 and 5 are at the highest 

elevations (1149 and 1174 feet, re9fbctively) and these wells 

penetrate below the water table. Basic specifications of the 

wells are given in Appendix C. Also included in the appendix 

is. a diagram relating elevation, depth and location of each 

well, along with avallable information on casing and pump 

settings. 

Well 1 penetrates 825 feet below the original water 

table and Well 2 about 660 feet. In the others, penetration 

of the saturated zone ranges from 389 feet at Well S to 473 

feet at Well 3. The shallow depth of penetration, except at 

Well 1, coupled uith the high elevations of the pump settings 
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(see Appendix C) are restrictions on manipulating_groundwater 

storage to provide M3XiMUM aquifer yields. 

Shaft 3 was constructed in 1954 at the site of Well 2. 

An inclined shaft was dug from ground elevation 1815 feet to 

a chamber at ISIS feet, then a horizontal tunnel was driven• 

into a dike compartment having a water table about 40 fee* 

above the invert. A bulkhead across the key dike was emplaced 

to control the escape of stored water. Pressure recovered to 

a high of 32 psi (74 feet) after bulkheading, but since June, 

1976, it has never reached ten psi (23.1 feet) again. The 

current difference in heads between Well 2 and Shaft 3 is 

approximately 60 feet even though the bulkhead and the vertical 

boring are within 200 feet of each other. Nevertheless, on a 

regional scale the behavior of individual aquifer units is 

subsUmed in changes affecting all of-the high level resource. 

Production from leeward wells and Shaft 3 s the 

major water supply for plantation operations started in earnest 

in 1950. From 1949 through 1953 leeward production averaged 

0.962 mgd, then jumped to 1.63 mgd in the period 1959 - 1962. 

It fell to 0.674 mgd from 1963 through.1.943 because of good 

rainfall, but in the interval 1969 - 1978 increased sharply 

to 1.83 mgd as rainfall averaged lest 	an. formal. Since 1979 

production has averaged 1.41 mgd. Monthly and annunl production 

from each source is tabulated.in  Anderson (1983). 
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Two lengthy periods during which relatively uniform 

average annual pumpage prevaile 'illustrate the decay and 

recoverability of the water table level as a function of 

draft. In 1963-1968 the lowest average,liraft over five or 

more •consecutiVe yoars was experienced. At a total yield of 

0.676 mgd the water table in each well recovered to its original 

level or even higher. In the following decade (1969-197S) 

the greatest average pumping dt record was experienced. At 

average tOtet output of 1.33 mgd, the water table dropped up 

to 74 feet from maximum highs. The rate of descent appeared 

to be decreasing toward the end of the decade, which suggests 

that at some lower elevation an equilibrium water level wouid 

become established. An equilibrium model •of head as a function 

of draft and recharge is discussed in a later section. 

Table 3 lists average anrigal draft (calculated to 

a daily basis) at each station for the low and high productiO4 

periods, as well as for the entire lenght of record (1947-

1982) and for the most recent four years (1979 - 1982). Alltni), 

those years with reported productieei:littre ,included in the 

averages. The unusually high average-  raintall for 1963 - 1968 

accounts for the small pumpage in that period. The low rainfall 

of 1969 - 1978 combined with loss of production from Shaft 2 

in Maunalci, and later in the interval from the Maunalei 

tunnels, explains the high average drafvrequired. 
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TABLE $ 

Average Raihfall and Average Draft, Leewdrd Sector 

(Rainfall 

Source 

Selected Periods 

in inches; 

1947-42 

draft in mgd) 

Period 
1979-S2 1963-6S 1969-78 

Rainfall 	(Lanai City) 38.1 $3.3 51.4 44,4 
Well 1 .001 .020 .137 .144 
Wel/ .32S .242 .415 .286 
Shaft 3 .436 .270 .433 .368 
Well I ,215 .059 .291 .270 
Well 4 .195 .051 .312 .178 
Well S ..137 .033.236  .163 

TOtal Draft 1.2,4 .676 1.33 1.41 

Table 4 summarizes maximum head data for the same 

periods given in Table 3. Maximum annual head is used as an 

index of change because it is presumed to be a Static head 

that has recovered from pumping. prom 1950 to the end of 1982 

head losses averaged about 40 feet, less than fire percent of 

the thickness of the saturated zone above sea level. Head loss 

inevitably takes place when an aquifer is exploited, but for 

each average draft 	So Jong as draft U less than infiltration 

rate - an equilibrium head will be attained. 

The ability of the leeward sources to produce water 

at acceptable head losses was tested only once., in the 1969 - 

1g decade. The average draft of 1+85 mgd was half the 

infiltration rate assigned to the principal recharge zone of 

the leeward sector. When draft decreased in 1979, heads 
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had rigt  Yet  rOCtled  an tMuilibrium 	4n4 wer9 

but an equilibrium vo•uld have $tA in hecluse the high rate 

of draft A;•..as less than Jong term averagg knTiltration. 

TABLE 

Maximum Annual Water Levels, :Leeward Sector 

Source 

(Draft 

Av. 
Draft 

in mgd; 

1947 	-3!. 1. 9:63- 

head 

1952 
He'd 

in feet 	above 

63 

sea 

Av. 
Dr:14:z 

level) 

1969 - 78 
1973 
Head 

1979 - 82 

195: 
FiCas 

Initial 
Head 

Av. 
Draft 

1953 
}!..nd 

1963 
1!:e4,:i 

1969 ANt 

Draft 
1.9-9 
Head 

Well 1 .091 318 732 .020 823 816 .137 846 772 .111 77 732. 
(e) 

Well 2 328 150•?.. 1156 .212 1180 1195 .115 1495 1156 .286 1156 E145E) 

'Shaft .436 1553 1515 470 15.55 1577 .433 1589 1515 .368 1521 151S 

Well 	3. .215 1124 1045 •459 1031 1114 ,2,97 1111 1051 70: 1080 104g 
(e) le) (e) (e) (e) 

Well 4 .195 1.550 1.365. .P5,2 1366 1559 .312 1593 1551 .178 MS 1565 

Well 5 ;15: 1563 1314 ...0.33 1.545 1586 ..256 1588 1516 .163 1518 asiq- 

Fodtnote: 

(e) = estimated 

POTENTIAL HIGH LEVEL GROIM:-:ATER DEVELCPENT 

As OlOwn in figure 1, the high level groundwater 

resolare lies on eItheT Side of the mountain crest and its 

exp1oitattow takes pla:cA in both sectors, but deOlopMent is 

more practic31 in the lecuaTd portion where the piantAtion and 

populntion art located. Now. and probably over the utspal 



planning Iltri.zons, development of the resource on the ii:iNuAt'4: 

si4v will be restricted to Maunalkq GUlch, allzheUgh additional 

opportunities exist in H4uola and other valtdr , In the 

leeward sector at least one new Start is .1,,orth considering 

014 retOnstructiOn of Ow Pre,.*ent wells to increase yield may 

be feasible.. 

The sustainable yield of the •aquifers may be examin d 

from two perspectives, one concerned with the production 

system as it now exists and the other with the potential 

yield of the resource as a whole. The evaluations of Anderson 

and of Bowles were directed chiefly to the system currently 

in place. This report deals with the present system as well 

as the entire resource, and has its main focus on the leeward 

sector because -Of the greater feasibility of expanding 

sustainable yield there. 

Sustainable yield refers to the pernissible average 

production that could go on indefinitely for selected water 

table elevAtions. A sunidy high water table is accompanied, 

by a smaller sustainable yield than a lower water table. Any 

draft uill depress the water table, though at low rates the 

Change may be obscured by natural perturbatiens. 

The system configuration of the leeward sector iS 

shown in Appendix C. The iximedi:4te constraint determining 

attainable sustainable yield is the pump setting, below which 



the water table Must not descend, Because a pump can be 

reset to a lower level if it lies above the well bottom, the 

ultimate cOnetraint is the depth of the well. A well mae he 

deepened to accommodate a lower pUmp setting, thereby increasing 

FOtential Sustainable yield. 

The sustainable yield of the present leeward system 

given by Anderson in his 1983 review is 2.0-  mgd, somewhat 

greater than the 1.85 mgd proposed in his 1961 report, Combined 

with the Maunalei contribution, he lists the total operating 

sustainable Yield as 2.56 mgd. Bowles (1973) proposed a 

sustainable •yield for the existing •leeward system as 2.19 mgd 

and for Maunalei as 1.2: mgd, a total of 5.11, igd. Aedeeson'e 

1983 estimate represents 43 percent of the •total leeward 

windward recharge (4 .SS mgd) he computed in a water balance, 

while Bowles estimate amounts to 53 percent of the total 

recharge (6.3 mgd) he as$umed. 

In this study a modeling approach has been taken 

Lte evaluating Sustainable yield. A model ained it assigning 

a value or zustainebee yi014 -test take into consideration 

recharge (infilttation) and nature" leekage. The change in 

7,he system as •expreseed by the movement of tha water tuble 

(head) during adjustmeet toward the equilibrium state is 

affected be the, initiel volume-  of Water in the aquifers in 

addition to recharge and leokAgOl. This 14 'called tfit 
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transient $,nterval ttc.:IuS0 the head moveS doLnwae4, or upward, 

toward its equilibrium p0$.ition;  When the .h.e.d 

the system iS i.r eqUit'ibriUM., which io ca1:1011 the sUady 

state tOnditiOn. 

Modeling the leeward sector as a regional aquifer 

requires ValueS for average infiltration and initial head in 

order to determine ahy stea4.  state poSition of the water table 

and its accompanying sustainable 	The transient state 

is considerably more difficult to model becnse variable draft, 

initial volume in storage and tine are also included in the 

equations.. The transient todel, shows ho u' 4nd olver What period 

of time adjustment to equilibrium occurs, whereas the steady 

state model is concerned only with the condition that will 

prevail once the adjustments are made. The transient model is 

not 1".itiCa1 to aSseSsing permissible sustainable yteld, and 

for this reason and because ystem changes have not varied 

over a suffitient range for practical transient simulation, 

emphasiS. has been placed on the steady state approach. 

Steady tate can be achieved only if draft is less 

than infiltration. Equilibrium IS impossible if draft is 

greater than recharge or if ig equals recharge. It is p144 

why a steady head 	not be established when draft exceeds 

recharge tall of the storage eYentually As used), but not as 

evident whrn dtaft is equal to infiltt2tiOn. But in this tase 

all of the storage also is. eventually dissipata: what ever 
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isn't taken in draft is lost by leakage. Censequently., 

allowable draft should never be equal tti recharge. 

livfOre settling on the steady state Model, an attempt 

was made to simulate decay in head for the decade of highest 

average draft (1969 - 1978) using the transient equations-

Declining •head as a function of time k,'.3.5 best simulated 

employing leeward sector •infiltration values of 3.0 to 4.0 mgd 

and an initial volume of 100 td 200 hilLion ;Aliens. The 

simulation was not accurate enough to justL., fu;Tther exploration 

of the transient approach. 

The steady state equation for average sustainable 

yield and infiltration i5 eXpressed as.... 

D hd  (1 - TI 

in which 110  is. initial head, I is infiltration, and he  is the 

equilibrium head for given sustainable yield, D. it is 

convenient to consider sustainable yield as a fraction Of 

infiltration when plotting the steady state relationship 

Figure 	is a graph of equilibrium head at each of the wells 

'OS a fan'ttiot of the Tatio of sustainable yield to infiltration. 

Included in the plot are the 	tat ion pasitions 	tht pump 

settings and bottoms ef the wells. It is clear from the graph 

that sustainable yield of the present Sfstem is constrained 

by these parameters- For instance, the present pump settings 

restrict: Potent01 su“,linahlt yield to less than one half 



t e verage infiltration. 

By inserting ih the suttainable yield eMlatiOn 

known. values of initial head and computed values of infiltration 

(Appendix A) a sustainable yield can he assigned to any 

selected equilibrium head. FOt the leeward sector the average 

infiltration rate in the principal recharge :one is 5.8 mgd 

and in the subsidiary recharge zone, 1.2 mgd, for a total of 

$.0 mgd. Rather than eMp/aying 5.0 mgd for infiltration,. 

the mean of 5.0 and 3.S, or Ai...4 mg4, is used as the average 

in calculating Sustainable Fields for Scenarios of potential 

water production. This is consistent with the Anderson and 

Bowles estimates and also the transient simulation, 

Scenarios of potential production for the high level 

water resource, varying from the current in-place systeM 

configuration to full optimal development, are given below 

in Table S. Full development is arbitrarily defined as 

stabilir.ing the water table at half its original height. 

Production from the windward sector is limited to Maunalei 

except in the full development scenario. The first four 

scenarios as.surw that all production will be derived from 

stations no.̂  in exis.tence; scenarios five and six incorporate 

an additional leeward well; and scenarios Seven and eight refer 

to full development and, therefore, system to-configuration. 

In every scenario the available depth of fresh water-is 

assumed to be the saturated zone standing abOx,0 sea leve)- 
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TABLE S 

Scenarios of Potential High Level Groundwater Development 

Steady State Sustainable Yieidt,.-  vSY) 

(values in mgcl) 

Leeward Windward Total 

Scenario 	Description 	 Si 	SY 	Si  

•1 	 Present leeward wells, as 

existing. Improved windward 	) 1.4 	0S 	1.9 

Present leeward wells, 

pumps set on bottom. 

Improved windward 	 0.3 	2.9 
Present leeward wells, as 

existing. Enhanced 

windw3rd-(2) 	 1.1 	9-7 	2.1 

Present leeward wens, 

pumps set on bottom. 

Enhanced windward. 

Present leeward wells, as 

existing. Add 1 leeward 

well. Improved windward. 

'6 	 Present leeward wells, pumps 

set on bottom. Add 1 

leeward well. Enhanced 

windward. 

Full development leeward. 

Enhanced windward. 

Full development leeward. 

Full development windward. 

Upgrading of windward system to achieve productien attained 

1926 -39. 

Enhancing windward yield by putting larger pump" in Shaft 

in addition to upgrade. 

2.4 0.7 3.1 

1.8 0.5 2.3 

2.3 0.7 3.5 

3.3 0.7 4,0 

3.3 2.7 6.0 



Sus4iftable Yield .at catt $cenario requi0$ a reduction 

head from tts initial po:tition, Thif Ls, natural and 

thevitabtc.Oiten thd pre -ht configUration, foe instance, 

a sustainable Yield of 1*4 rigd will eventually $tabilL74 

head at about 1300 feet elevation in Ke114 
	and S about 

9C6 feet  in Well 	:and about 700 feet in Well I. Adjustment 

wi,11 take a very tong time an 4d11 be aoceler4ted or delayed 

dry and wet YOts, Full development i$ based on allowing 

the head to be reduced Zo one half its ori„glnat'talue. F41ther 

reduction would yield a greater sustainable yield, 

Anderson (1985) states that plantation irOsation 

demand will average 	mgi following readjusttent of pineapple 

W.. ea e and tonVersion tO drip k :isation, and that the ‘anai 

City plantation demand will be 0.4 mgd., resulting in a total 

p1ant4tion demand of 1.9 rileti. Current produc:ion from all 

sources is 1.6 mgd (average 19-9 - 1983). Assuming plantation 

demands will have first priority on supply, increases in 

consumption associated with non-plantation ventures will have 

to be Sa,ti§fied ftio.rj 8urpluses generated in the scenarios 

listed above. A summary ol the surpluses is •given ip Table 6. 

For comparison, surpluses .alle coOputed for the prevailing 

average :dft of i,er mgd and Anderson's projetted total 

plantation demand of 1.9 m 
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TABLE 6 

Surplus Sustainable Yields Over Plantation Demand 

Scenarios From Table S 

(values in mgd) 

Scenario 
TOTAL. 

SY 

Plantation 
Demand 

1.b 	mgd 

Plantation 
Demand 
1.9 mgd 

1 1.9 0.3 0 

2 2.9 1.3 1.0 

3 2.1 0.5 0.2 

_i 3.1 1.5 1.: 

5 1.3 0.7 0.4 

6 3.5 1.9 1.6 

7 4.0 2.4 2.1 

8 6.0 4.4 4.1 

Plant are under consideration to develop residential 

lots at a rate of about SO units per year over the next 20 

years and to construct two hotels, each with 100 to LSO rooms. 

Assigning four people to a lot and equating one hotel room 

to a lot, the equivalent new resident population will total 

about 3000 people at the end of 20 years. The average water 

demand at 150 gallons per person per day will total 0.73 mgd. 

Allowing a contingency of 0.25 mgd, twenty years from now, 

say about the year 2000, another 1.0 mgd of potable water will 

be required for non-plantation ventures. 

The water production system as it now exists and 

is operated will yield little or no surplus water via-nye the 
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anticipated plantation requirement :of 1.9 mg. 	improveMont 

of the system will be• necessary if the 	eXpectation 

Of nel- reSidential demand i to be met A Because the new 

Ventures will gradua1J evolve, heWeVerF iMprovements Will 

not haVe to be completed at the same time nor, for that Otter, 

initiated immediately. Several of the scenarios can be 

accomplished with modest effort and cost. fer instance, 

scenarie 3 would require minimum inYe$tment Yet provide One 

fourth tb one half of the new demand. 

Comments on Basal Groundwater 

All of the analyses given above .a 	the =conclusions 

concerning sustainable Fields refer to high itl groundater, 

all of it potable except for the output or Well 1, In all 

directions beyond the high level region the tiland is uhderlair. 

by a thin lens of basal groundwater. Recharge to the basal 

lens originates from infrequent rain storms and from leakage 

out of the high level resource. Total recharge is small, 

amounting tp less than 20 mgd over 127 sqUare miles. At this 

triNial rate of recharge the opportunity for creation Of a 

-fresh water lens 11. Virtually •non-eXistent. 

Fresh wa ,er may accumulate in the basal system at 

the boundary where the seep 	from the high level aquifers 

are concentrated. The volume would be small and its *quality 

1 



would-  be easi 	*mcte,d by pumping. •tlseti.hott... the basJ1 

water is brael;ishi  a;though the level of salinity May 00 10w 

01040 to perMit the watet4''S use in irrigarIng tolerant plants, 

Basal groundwater is developable, but none of it is 

Likely to be acceptable for drinking purposes. 

2 
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APPENUN A 

V4t.er Balanot High Lo%'el croundwat4r Resj-On 

ArOA4 of high lo vol groundwater occurreace.„ in aq'llate 

miles fee Figure 1 for boundaries). 

1. 	Primary 

a.• Leeward ...  

b. Winaw.ard 	 

Tiqtal 	A., 	 14.0 

Secondary' 

a. Leewatd L...A. 

b, Windward 
	

5_0 

Total „A 	t • , 	1-0,0 

Cr0.64 Total .„..   24,0 

3. 	Recharge areas On square. miles) 

t, Priaoipal. Ave.rage annual rainfall 38 inches. 

a_ Leeward 

b. Windwat 	 Z.1) 

Total 
	 - 

$1,1b5idiarr. Averagc ar.voal raihfali 32 inches, 

a. Leeward 

viladhar4 t. 
	 5.0 

Total 	 9,S 

Gjtand Total ir ,44 ,, . . 	 • 	14,0 (Roual to: 
are of primary high 
level groundwater 
occurrence) 



Balance computucions -: Principal, Recharge :one 

I.fnput variable.* 

a. Rainfall (R): 3S 	inches per year 

b. Fog drip .(0! /2.8 inches per yeat (see Ekerrq 

Total Moistutet: 	61 inches per year 

2, Output variables 

:IA. Direct sutfac0 runoff (DRO) - (.15) (:R) = 

(.15) (38) = 	inches per year 

b. Evapotranspiration. (ET) 	(.S0) •avaporation) 

(.80 (ZS) 	20 Oche$' per )e;tr 

c. infiltration (by differencel 

t 

 

	

(Pp) - FT - DRO e 61 - 22 - 	•33 inches per year 

1 (Leekvardl = 	..44, MI) tS1) = 3.92 mgd, say 3.S 1,13 

1 •(Windwari) 	OA sq. mi) (331 	3.14 mgd,say 

Total 	6.S mo 

D. Balance computationt $ubsidiaTy Recharge ;one 

*3 inches/yri F =t.4)0) 	incnts/yt 

DRO = (.10)(P) = a,2 inches:. tt T = 33 inches 

t e. 41.6 - 3.2 7 13 	S.4 inches/ye. 

I (Leel,ard) 
	

= 1. 2  •mgd 

(Windward) 	(3.0 sq. mi) (5.4)-= I3 mgd 

Total 	,.5 mgd 

E. Summary of Infiltration 

1. Leeward 

a. Principal Recharge Znne 	3,8 mgd 

b. Subsidiary Recharge Zone-. 1.2 mgd 

76tn1 	= 

 

5.0 mgd 



2. Windward 

3. Principal Recharge :one = 	mgd 

b. Subsidiary Recharge :one . 	.3 mgd 

Total 	. :.3 mgd 

TOTAL RECHARGE HIGH LEVEL WATER 9.3 mgd 



APPENDIX B 

Pumping Tests 

Graphs of Pump Test Data 

Data for the pumping tests, hhich -,ere conducted on 

the leeward wells in 1950, were located in the Files of the U.S. 

Geological Survey, 

To Obtain values of transmisSivity (1), drawdown (s) 

as a function of time (t) at a Constant pumping rate (Q) is 

plotted on semi,log paper*. Recovery may also be plotted, but 

against tit' . in which t is time since pumping started and t' i5 

time since it stepped. The •semi-log plot is emploed rather than 

the analyticaltr unsolvable Theis equation becaOse it gives an 

accurate value for T Since the quantitY, u 	r-S, is less than 
ITi 

.01 for time greater than one minute at each hell. For test 

hole T-2 near tVeil $, u is approximately .0S, which also is 

small enough to allow the semi-log plot to be 4 good approximation. 

The effective radius of each pumping hell IS taken as 1.0 feet, 

and specific yield ($) is assumed to be .10. The distance of 

1-2 from Well 5 was 40 foot. 

Specifi c  yield can't be calculated from •draudown 

data at a pumping hell, hut a good estimate is possible using the 

data for T-2. The computed S for the Well 5 test is .10, which 



• 
IS what is normally assigned to Hnuaiian basalt in groundwater 

modeling. 

Table 8-1 summari:es the test data, and Table 8-

lists specific capacities of the wells as determined from 

instantaneous drawdown immediately following the start of 

p-..mping. These specific capacities do not include aquifer 

drawdown. The instantaneous specific capacity divided by the 

depth of penetration of the well below the uater table gives 

the unit specific capacity. 

Figures 8-1, B-2 and 8-3 are graphs of drawdowns and 

recoveries at Wells 3, 4 and S, and Test Hole T-:. 

sn - 



TABU B-1 

Summaty of Rumping Icist Data 

CI) Data and computed aquifer parameters 

T(2): 	T(31 	ncad- 	k 	 k 
By 	By 	Well 	By 	By 

Date of 	 DratIdown Accqvcry repth Drahdown ReCOVCT!4' 
Test 	(gpm) (ft-rd) (it-.;J) 'ft): tft/d) 	(ft/d)  

3. 5/9 - 5/26/50 ;DO 2978 2902 473 6..3 6.1 

6/13 - 6/24/S0 650 5143 2663_141 '.7.1 6.0 

3 7/50 - 8/50 635 420 6412 300 10.8 16.4 

1150  - 8/50 655 2515 4355 390 6.4 11.2 

(1) 0 = pumping rate; T- translissiOty; 	hydraulic conlictivity 

(2) TransmisWity ,co7nputed from draOhn 04-0 after instantaneous 
well drawdown 'subtracted. 

(3) itansmisslvity from recovery curve after instantancOUs well recorerT 
subtrOcted. 

(4) Test Hole T-2 located 40 feet from Ikell 5. 

!s 
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• 
TABLE B-2 

( ) Spci.fi. CaPaciti.e* 

Well 

Karp Test 1950 Fltmoinc: 19S5 

(gPm/ft" (gilraft/f 
Vslt 

(c!nnIft/it) 

16 .019 18 ,077  

29 049 

3 35: .0S3 

4 26 060 

5 .72 .057 

Shaft 2t21  2 .0S11 

(1) Q. = 017)41g tatc* 	Intantantod$ •dxOt,dololt 	Ilepth 
of oebettatioft bol„ow vz.:tor toblo: 

(2) Data from Stern 5 (1940) 
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APPENDIX C 

Ill.15,1 e C -1 

Well Sped i f lea t ions 

Melt 	 Cas.ing 
••••!•••••e M14,••• 	

rtyso, 	 I lead: 

Woll 	Di 11 	( (t... ) 	( a . I 
(lite 1:X. 

Ground hot tont 
tit, 	Dia. 	111. 	lila 

(in, ) ( ft , ) 	(4.0 	t t.t.:,) 	(gpR) 	•( (It .)  

IkA i om Hut turn Intalw 	,f .ri  lic;id 
1. 7.1. 	Cttp,',11  Ill, 

l'oni, (1) 	Inilial(1)  iniria1(2)  ::::: Mitxt1)  1401-, 

'H.
[lead  

tft..:.): 	

Mad 	li 942 	1.1ead 

( 4 i 	(Tr:. )  

	

two 	Et . 	I: 

Blank Pvvr. 

1915 	120, 	( - 3) 	12,5 	 61,13 	600- 
6o0 	818 	818 	830 	7s2 	772 

1 	 . 
0, 	t 1946 1815 903 	14.5 	 1520 100a 1502 	1544 	1502. 1456 1456 a 

Sh 3 	1954 	1515 	1515 	 1515 	 1553 	 1589 	1514 	1515 

3 	1950 1851 	451 	17.5 1104 	662 	8o4 	800 1124 	1126 	1129 10415 1045 

4 	IPSO 	2327 	I HO 	17,5 1807 	11 44 	150 	600 	1!.80 	1549 	1593 	1565 	1551 

410 
S 	1950 2296 	1174 	17.5 1806 	1173 	1290 	520 1563 	1570 	1588 	1514 	1W 

, 

Sh 2 	1.938 	851 	479 	20 	 695 	420 	738 	 747 	738 	711 

(1) From Aliderson & Kelley, 1983 Report to Dole Corp. 
(2) From .7. T. Kl.nro 11eax), Dated 7/12/50. 
(3) Frail Records except for following; 

llota for Well 3 inconsistent s,inco 1979 (too high by approx. 100 ft.) corrected value listed. 
h. Nita (or hell 1 inconsistOnt for period 1972 through 1976., This data nut used. 
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